
Controlled Methods Test (CMT) – Weekly Update: June 16, 2022

This is your weekly update regarding the Controlled Methods Test (CMT) sent to you from the TKPOA Owner
Communication Working Group (comprised of volunteer Homeowners). We are committed to providing our fellow
TKPOA Homeowners with these weekly updates as the ultimate schedule for the CMT remains fluid and is
significantly dependent on weather, environmental and other factors that are largely out of TKPOA’s control.

Overcoming challenges:  The frequent wind events continue to push the turbidity curtains to their limits,
especially outside of Site #2. With the most recent weather event last Sunday, winds in excess of 40 mph
were observed and a small segment of a curtain was observed flying above the water (see attached
photo). Despite having two double turbidity curtains in place (four curtains total), we experienced our
fourth “exceedance” of endothall outside Site #2 in the three weeks since application. Each time, the
exceedance has triggered contingency monitoring outside the test area, as well as regular visual and
diver inspections of the curtains. In each case, the level of herbicide just outside the curtain has dropped
below the “receiving water limit” within 24-48 hours, as the divers make corrections and subtle
improvements. Despite taking a real beating in the last storm, the curtains north of Site #15 appear to
have done their job, with only very low levels of herbicide measured outside the test area. We continue to
see only “non-detect” levels of herbicide in every case in the main bay and just inside the west channel.

Curtain Removal:  We have data from samples taken 14 days after herbicide treatment (DAT), and the
results are mixed.  The endothall measurements taken INSIDE treatment areas 1, 2 and 3 are at levels
well above the “receiving water limit” (>100ppb). While we would like to report otherwise, as of this
writing, it seems very unlikely that in two weeks we will see levels low enough to remove the curtains
before the 4th of July weekend. Practically, that call would have to be made by the 27th or 28th of June, with
only the 21 DAT data available. (While it has always been forecasted that the CMT would not be
completed until mid-July, everyone involved has worked hard in the hopes of wrapping things up sooner.)
The news is somewhat better for Restricted Area B because application first started there and there are
only three test sites. The “combo” sites (herbicide & UV-C) receive significantly less herbicide than
“herbicide only” sites, as only the shorelines out to the dock line are being treated with herbicide. As a
result, the endothall samples in “combo” Site #15 are already very low and the triclopyr readings in
“herbicide only” Sites #8 and #9 are already well below the “receiving water limit”. Since we started in
Area B on May 25, we should have both 21 DAT and 28 DAT readings for that area by the 27th of June.
Of course, as with all things CMT, we need further dialogue with Lahontan on the precise definition of
“non-detect” as there are a few plausible interpretations. Obviously, we wish we had more encouraging
news to report at this time on Area A. Please stay tuned for further updates on Areas A and B and the
various sites.

UV-C Update: The TRPA’s contractor has completed initial treatment of “UV-C only” site #24 and has
started on #23.  It is too soon to make any judgment on efficacy, but the “application” process has gone
very smoothly. Treatment of the “combo” sites cannot begin until the curtains and barriers are removed.
The current plan is to begin treating “combo” sites in mid-July.

Herbicide Efficacy: With many references to endothall and triclopyr, the two herbicides used in the test,
it’s important to distinguish between the two. Triclopyr is specific to Eurasian Watermilfoil. Endothall works
on our biggest threat, Curly Leaf Pondweed, as well as Eurasian Watermilfoil and the nuisance plant,
Coontail. Homeowners will see different results depending on the specific treatment used in their
neighborhood. We have results from our first macrophyte sampling, and the data looks good. This, plus
an early hydroacoustic scan of plant biomass, suggests that the herbicides are definitely doing their job.



Attached is our most recent scan. Green is “good”, and the results in Sites #1-3 and #10-12 are
noteworthy especially in comparison to the control sites and LFA treatment areas.

For additional information and updates, please refer to the TKPOA Water Quality website at
www.keysweedsmanagement.org or follow us on Instagram at @tahoekeyspoa_wq. You can also contact
the TKPOA Association Office, at 530-542-6444, Monday – Friday from 8:30AM – 4:30PM, Saturday and
Sunday from 10:00AM – 2:00PM.

If you have additional questions, contact the TKPOA Water Quality Department directly by calling
530-542-6444, ext. 275 Monday – Friday from 8:30AM – 4:30PM or by email at
waterquality@tahoekeyspoa.org.
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